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August 1 – Mary Katherine Kilgore will talk about
the development of the Eastern Shore Choral Society,
it’s goals and summarize it’s exciting agenda and 2019
– 2020 schedule.
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August 8 – Dot Bremer, long-time supporter of the
Eastern Shore Institute for Lifelong Learning (ESILL)
will tell us about the history of the organization, begun
in 1977.
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August 15 – Jill Godard and Rusty Godard will give
us insight into Fairhope’s upcoming Barney Gaston
Day, commemorating Lt. Barney Gaston, U.S. Air
Force aviator who on August 26, 1944, during WWII,
participated in an air offensive to liberate SivryCourtry, France from the Nazi Army. He is a Fairhope
War hero who is remembered annually in SivryCourtry.
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August 22 – Mayor Karin Wilson will give us the
background story and success of Page and Palette, as
one of the most successful Independent Bookstores in
the Southeast. It’s more than just a bookshop!
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August 29 – Peco Forsman, author of She’s Bound to
be a Goer! will talk about the contribution of Bay Boats
to the development of Fairhope and the Eastern Shore.
Peco has built many exact scale model bay boats for the
city and Single Tax Corporation.
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September 5 – Dean Mosher, local artist and historian,
will tell the fun and fascinating stories of the Storybook
Castles of Fairhope.
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September 12 – Helen Garrett will tell about the
Lowell family that lived in this area before the SingleTaxer Colonists came and were here when they
arrived. The Lowells became supporters of Single Tax
and owned some of the earliest businesses of
Fairhope.
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September 19 – A video will be shown about the
history of Fairhope, provided by Clarence Bishop,
patriarch of B & B Pecan Company and the regional
pecan industry. The movie is not yet titled and is
currently being edited for use.
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September 26 – Ecumenical Ministries of Baldwin
County, Inc. celebrates its Fiftieth Anniversary in 2019!
Sally Dean will tell us the history and all about it.
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